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This paper aim to document and analyze the transformation of police strategies 
from the counterrevolutionary intervention of the Soviet army and its Hungarian allies 
Hungarian revolution in 1956 until the re-democratization in 1989. This process show, 
what role and what techniques communist police used in the repression of the sponta
neous protest of the civil society before 1989 , and how police shift into the role of the 
neutral peace and public order -keeper during the democratization in the end of the 
eighties, 1988-1989. Our assumption is that police forces in a totalitarian/authoritarian 
regime are opposed to all type of unofficial demonstration activities, do not have con
tact and communication with the “enemies” of the regime whom they want to prevent 
from all public activities. From a repressive policing strategy and tactics there is a grad
ual shift to the direction of communicative attitude towards mobilized, demonstrating 
masses in the process of democratization. Demonstrators are not any more treated as 
“enemies” but as legitimate actors of the public life, whom the police provide services 
in “demonstration management” as far certain basic rules are kept by the protesters. The 
same police staff managed demonstrations on a nonviolent way in the end of eighties 
who dissolved them by all means of coercive techniques demanded for the task some 
years before. How to interpret this interesting fact by different hypotheses known from 
Western social science, will be discussed in the concluding chapter.

The paper is based upon historical documents and archives of Ministry of Interior, 
Police Headquarter, “Historical Office”, Történeti Hivatal(similar to German Gauck- 
Behörde) and interviews made with senior police officers 1995-1998 based upon a 
questionnaire of Dominique Wisler.The research is a part of the joint project of the 
University Genève, D. Wisler and the University ELTE, Budapest, M. Szabó on protest 
policing in Switzerland and in Hungary.

1. Communist Policing in Hungary

What were the models, which the Soviet army supported Communist Party introduced 
into the Hungarian police system? Hannah Arendt gave in here "Origins o f Totalitaria-



nism ” a classical description of totalitarian policing based upon Nazi Germany and 
Stalisnist Soviet Union1.
-  The core of the power structure is the secret political police.
-  The secret political police is directly connected to the elite of the party.
-  The secret police is producing “internal enemies” after the pacification of the new 

order.
-  The secret service is a ‘state within the state’ beyond all control.
-  The secret political police is serving the realization of the actual political line defining 

‘enemies” within the own rank, after the ‘real’ enemies are under control.
-  The political police is the “most organized and most efficient” branch of the new gov

ernment.
-  A huge administrative apparatus based upon the devotion to the leader and ideology, 

fighting political enemies with all means.

The Stalinist model was transplanted to Hungary and to all so called “people’s democ
racies” of the new Eastern bloc in the 1940’s . After Stalin’s death in a longer process 
of “destalinisation” of Communist regimes, the totalitarian systems developed into 
authoritarian ones, where police had more restricted space in the power structure.1 2 L. 
Shelley “Policing in Soviet Society”3 tries to describe and analyze the full development 
of the Soviet ‘normal’ uniformed police after Stalin. She defines three main sources, or 
‘pillars’ of Soviet policing:

-Communist-authoritarian character. “An unique form of authoritarian social con
trol...rooted is a single, centralized Party that enjoyed a monopoly of power”...’’bred 
widespread corruption and inefficiency that mitigated its power.”(3.p.) “Primary 
emphasis on political and administrative functions; enforced state ideology.”(4.p.) 
Nomenklatura-systemf 13.p.).

-Continental character. “Central government...centralized, armed, militarized 
force...crime control only one function, emphasis on political and administrative 
control.”(4.p.)

-Colonial character. “Soviet police practice incorporated many important elements of 
colonial police tradition.”(11 ,p.) ’The blending of continental and colonial police func
tions in the UDSSR permitted a hierarchical, centralized police system to execute orders 
through a vast territory populated by numerous and diverse ethnic groups.”(ll.p.)

She conclude characterizing Soviet policing as follows: “By adding an ideologi
cal imperative to the defense of state power on which the continental and colonial police

1 Hannah Arendt: A totalitarizmus gyökerei.Európa: Budapest. 1992. 487—540.p.(III. Totalitarism Chap.12. 
/11. Secret police)

2 To a differentation of totalitarism and authoritarism or post-totalitarism see: Juan J. Linz&Alffed Stepan: 
Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation.Johns Hopkins U.P.: Baltimore.! 996.38—55.p.

3 Louise I Shelley: Policing Soviet Society. The Evolution of State Control.Routledge. London. 1996.
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traditions were based, communist policing represented an unique form of authoritarian 
social control. More ideological than the police of most authoritarian societies, the 
Soviet militia served not only to maintain social and political control, but to enforce cit
izen compliance with communist ideology. Covert policing and pervasive militia pene
tration of daily life meant that little social activities occurred outside the scope of state 
regulation.”(16.p.) After Stalin’s death, a shift from the totalitarian to the authoritarian 
regime occurred in the Soviet Union and in the whole of the Eastern bloc, followed by 
and initiated by popular protests. A protest wave from 1953-1956 supported the shift 
from the crude totalitarian into post-totalitarian or authoritarian structures4. The totali
tarian type of all-embracing secret political police was restricted, and more control by 
the state, a shift of power occurred from special-political to the ‘normal’ uniformed 
police, and the repressive social control generally softened. ”ln contrast to the police 
forces of other authoritarian regimes, the Soviet militia became less brutal over the time. 
As the terror of the Stalin years receded, citizens became complied in their own control, 
thereby sustaining police power and making duplicity the heart of the state-citizen rela
tionship.”5 In the SU, bigger people’s uprisings as in Hungary 1956, Poland 1981 and 
alike were missing, so no “state against society” revenge campaign, so called ‘normal
ization’ was launched as in Hungary after 1956, in Czechoslovakia after 1968 or in 
Poland after 19816. The totalitarian policing without any control based upon unlimited 
terror aiming utopian-ideological imperatives gives the way to a more sober-minded 
authoritarian policing, where some control, at least within governmental structures will 
be provided, legal documents have some relevance, and mass terror will be diminished.

The shift from the totalitarian to the authoritarian policing is a remarkable devel
opment within the Communist countries, however, with many country-specific varia
tions. How to subscribe the general pattern of communist policing,in Hungary the author
itarian Kádár-regime after the 1956 revolution? Donatella della Porta defined the main 
features of national styles of policing demonstrations in Western Europe as follows: 
“Among the main variables that seem to influence the national styles of protest polic
ing are:
a) The legislation on demonstration rights. In particular, the degree to which the police 

has the right to grant or deny the permission to demonstrate or can impose limitations 
on demonstration activities has an impact on the strategies of the demonstrators. It 
seems, in fact, that the larger the police power, the more often demonstrations turn 
violent ... It is important to notice that the legislation interacts with a cultural vari
able: the tradition of police intervention. “7

4 Grzegorz Ekiert: the State Against The Society. Political Crises and Their Aftermath in East Central 
Europe.Princeton U.P.Princeton N.J.1996.4-13.p.

5 Shelley op.cit. 16.p.
6 Ekiert op.cit. 13— 18.p.
7 Donatella della Porta: Report on an International Comparative Reserch, in: Peter Timoránszky(eds.): 

Mobilization and Policing of Protest in Western Europe and Hungary.Policc Research Institute: Budapest. 
1996. 14.p.
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This factor do es not work in a Communist system. The demonstrations are for
bidden against the Communist party in the monopoly of power. However, different 
range of permissiveness in intervention, or in the style of intervention are non-neglible. 
That’s why we will review documents regulating the work of police dispersing crowds 
in Communist Hungary after the 1956 revolution, to see how scope and methode of 
police intervention was changing according the actual political lines. As István 
Szikinger noted on the legislation on demonstration rights this period:

“In the year 1945 the era of soviet occupation commenced in Hungary together 
with the gradual but resolute takeover of the Communist Party. A socialist written con
stitution was adopted in 1949. The document formally declared basic rights and free
doms but only as a privilege of the working class and openly bearing a given political 
character. Freedom of assembly was in the said sense granted exclusively in the inter
est of workers, socialism and people. No further detailed regulation was issued, spo
radic attempts to convene respectively to run any demonstration were dealt with by 
party leadership in form of individual decisions.”8

The second main feature of differentation is according della Porta “b) The degree 
o f police dependence from the political power. In particular, the degree to which the 
police perceive themselves (and are perceived) as a longa maims of the government has 
an effect on its degree of professionalization. The lower the degree of independence 
from the political power, the larger the influence of the “color” of governmental coali
tions on the style of protest policing. In a more centralized state, where the police 
depends from the national Ministry of the Interior, protest policing will be influenced 
mainly by changes in the national government .... In a federal state, instead, we will see 
the development of “local” theories and styles of the control of demonstrations...”9 

The Communist police does not have any independence from the centralized 
power, not even in Communist federal states as Yugoslavia or the Soviet Union. 
According to Shelley, in these states the federelism, which unite different ethnic groups 
is a reason for using colonial methods uniting the territories of former Russian Empire 
or integrating the second Yugoslavia after the Second World War10. Hungary after 
Second World War is ethnically a quite homogenous country, so the colonial character 
is not coping with the central-militarist features. As Szikinger formulated on the organ
ization of the Hungarian police in communist time:

“The post-war Government declared the collective responsibility of the Gen
darmerie for contributing to deportation of Jews and other people in violation of ele
mentary norms of humanity. The institution was abolished and since then a centralized 
national police organization fulfills the general tasks of law enforcement and order 
maintenance. Intelligence services changed their position several times between being

8 István Szikinger: The Institutional Framework of Handling Protest and demonstrations in I lungary.in: Péter 
Timoránszky(eds.): Mobilization and Policing of Protest in Western Europe and Hungary.Police Research 
Institute:Budapest.l996. 45.p.

9 della Porta op. cit. 14-15.p.
10 Shelley op.cit. I t-14.p.
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an integral part of the police and reporting directly to the Government. Prison service 
was separated and responsibility for corrections taken over from the Interior by the 
Justice Ministry in the early 60-s.”M

The third country specific differentiation of protest policing is based in the 
Western democracies according della Porta “c) The degree o f decentralization ofpolice 
organization. In particular, local based police forces seem to be more sensitive to the 
reaction of the public opinion. In order to be successful in their activities in crime fight
ing the police needs a certain level of support in the population. Intervention at demon
strations affects police support in other fields. For this reason, the more decentralized 
the police, the larger the influence of the local public opinion. According to the orien
tation of the public opinion, the police can therefore be pushed to more deescalative tac
tics (this is often the case for labor disputes) or more repressive ones (in particular, in 
the case of juvenile bands).”11 12

As we have seen above, the local control tradition was fully annihilated in the 
model of Communist totalitarian or authoritarian, but both centralist-militarist style of 
policing. However, there is a difference in Communist Hungary between the readiness 
and the style of intervention between the central and the local political elites in the 
Communist times too. Differentiation in the scope and character of police control 
between the capital city Budapest and the rest of the country were upheld during the 
whole period, and Budapest as the huge administrative and political centre of the small 
country is the centre of the protesting subcultures and the main place for protesting 
groups from all over the country until now. For the same dissident action, Budapest 
intellectuals had no bigger repression, just the observation of their communication lines 
and routes, meanwhile in the countryside people committing the same action had to 
cope up with loosing their jobs. Some central agencies located in Budapest, like the cen
tre of the communist youth organization and some other bureaucratically controlled 
mass organization gave even some protection against persecution for the initiatives of 
dissidents to show their “permissive” face to the West, the presence of Western news 
agencies had some preventive function for the protests.

The fourth differentiation variable of national styles in protest policing according 
della Porta is:

“d) Police traditions. The police forces underwent a different historical develop
ment in the different countries. The legal conditions influenced the police knowledge, 
that is the police understanding of their roles and prerogatives. Especially in those coun
tries in which the transition to democracy is relatively young, a paramilitary image tends 
to prevail together with a mainly reactive definition of the police role. Democratization 
usually brings about a shift towards a more professionalized and preventive image, 
emphasizing the role of the police “on the side of the citizens”13.

11 Szikinger op. cit 51 .p.
12 della Porta op. cit. 1 S.p.
13 della Porta op. cit. 1 S.p.
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Communism had an ambivalent attitude towards police traditions. A ’white sheet’ 
a new start was announced to begin with the Communist takeover, however, as Shelley 
formulated, the basic traditions of continental and colonial policing were upheald in the 
Soviet Union and in the other Communist countries, as far they served the goal of the 
building up a totalitarian, latter authoriatarian sociopolitical control. “We restituted the 
police state” was told by a former illegal Communist, on the totalitarian political police 
AVHU. What traditions of protest policing were developed in Hungary during the 
Communist time? Summing up, an ambivalent heritage to policing mass demonstrations 
has been developed in Hungary between 1945 and 1989.There were random cases of 
mass demonstrations, just occurring in 1945 and 48, in 1956. Police forces has no con
tinuous experience with the phenomena, so the cumulative development of the Western 
countries with the experience of the protest waves from the sixties on are missing 
here.Repression against protest is a “normal” phenomena in Communist regimes,but it 
is practicing in Hungary on small scale, compared to the contemporary Romania, Soviet 
Uniun , Czecholovakia, or the GDR and mostly by “special forces” of the Ministry of 
Interior. “Normal” police is made to an obedient tool of the regime, but in all crisis sit
uations of Communist regime, police was fraternizing with and supporting groupings of 
the civil society against the Communist power,like in 1956, 1988-89 and latter during 
the taxi drivers blockade in 1990. Hungarian police could escape greater witch-hunts 
campaigns after 1989 , in order special political police had limited scope after 1956, and 
this department which was dissolved in 1990 become the “scapegoat” for all violent 
police excesses during communist times.

2. The Rules of Coercion 1957-1984

The Communist Party started as early as possible, during the war between Nazi 
Germany and Soviet Army on Hungarian territory in the Second World War to infiltrate 
the new temporary and latter the established non-military police forces. This strategy 
was very successful according both by the testimonies of police officers and historical 
research14 15. The Communist rule was first established in the police and in internal affairs 
long before the final shift of power occurred .So in 1945-1947 the Hungarian police 
organization, strategy and tactics was directly linked to the Communist Party. As far as 
totalitarian system was established, the main bulk of public order policing was brought 
from the ‘normal’ police to a special political po 1 icejllam védelmi Hatóság, ÁVH, 
enjoying all the power of a Nazi Gestapo or a Soviet K.GB authority16. ‘Normal’ police

14 József Révai cited in: Szakács Sándor-Zinner Tibor: A háború “megváltozott természete”. 1944-1948.
Budapest. 1997. 135-136.p.

15 Szakács-Zinner op. cit.75-145.p.,Gyarmati György: Harc a közigazgatás birtoklásáért, in: Századok
1996/3.497-570.; Gyarmati György: A közigazgatás újjászervezése.in: Történelmi Szemle 1996/1.
,63-89.p

16 Szakács-Zinner op.cit,107-l36.p., Kahler Frigyes-M.Kiss. Sándor: Eröszakszervezetek 1956-ban.Püski:
Budapest. 1997.7-65.p.
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was seen by them as a subordinate organ, AVH officers and Soviet ‘experts’ supervised 
and instructed the work of police, as the authobiography of Sándor Kopácsi , head of 
Budapest police in 1956 show17. The police strategy and tactics aimed to “annihilate the 
enemies of the people” who may “disturb” the new political order, so mainly pure mil
itary technologies were developed to disturb any type of non-conventional official pub
lic gathering. Crowd management was just planned for the official marches and gather
ings expressing system-conform beliefs and goals, 1th of May Parades and other com
memorative or declarative events. Regarding the crude and transparent forms of repres
sion, during the totalitarian period neither the military preventive tactics were used, nor 
much skill and experience gathered with demonstrating masses, because the official 
gatherings were so well-disciplined, that only marginal problems related to drunkenness 
or traffic techniques made Communist police to think about.

The 1956 revolution was a sudden and big challenge to the Hungarian police forces 
which they were not grown to respond any way. As on 23th Octobre 1956 a semi-offi
cial solidarity march to the Polish Revolution transformed into a regime critical and coer
cive demonstration and rebel with street-fighting, the police forces were not able to react.

Sándor Kopácsi, that time the head of the Budapest Police, remembers on the cri
sis meeting with the Minister of Interior, the Soviet expert and police leaders saying on 
the training and equipment of Hungarian communist police:

”To prevent or disperse a demonstration we need adequate equipment. Before the 
war, the Horthy-police had batons. We do not have it. They had swords too. ...We do 
not have it. Police on horses could disperse the crowd. We just started with the training 
of police with horses. Our fireman are not trained to use water pipes against crowd. We 
do have just weapons, as handgun, rifle and machine guns.” 18

According Kopácsi, the discussion on possible dispersing methods were just about 
to use or not to use guns against the crowd. Another source, the edition of the papers of 
the Ministry of Interior from 1956 state: “The police personal was not trained for pub
lic order policing .“l9 During the revolution the police forces either supported the revo
luti onaries-as Kopácsi himself- or used their weapons against the crowds with the AVH 
and the military forces. Demonstration management on a proper way did not occur in 
the revolution.

The after 4'h of November 1956 by Soviet military intervention and the Hungarian 
Communist allies headed by János Kádár reestablished Communist power did not trust 
the police, because many of the officers supported the revolution. On the other hand, 
they did not want reestablish the political police, ÁVH, which was loyal to the regime, 
but hated by all the society, and one of the main demand of the revolution was to abol
ish it20. The solution of this dilemma was to establish a special armed force unit,

17 Kopácsi Sándor: Életfogyliglan.Bibliotéka: Budapest. 1989.57-94.p.
18 Kopácsi op.cit.97.p.
19 Kajári Erzsébet(szerk.): Rendőrségi napi jelentések. 1956 október 23.-december 12. Belügyminisztérium: 

Budapest. 1996. Vol. 1. XVllI.p.
20 Kajári op.cit.XIX.-XXIH.p.
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“karhatalom” which was both part of the police and of the military forces, equipped and 
trained to fight political enemies of the party with violence. Special batallions within the 
army and the police hold the name “karhatalmi ezred”, specially force unit, and their 
main activity was to act against the remnants of the revolution and any new political 
challengers with the means of public order policing.

Their tasks were clearly defined in the document {"Ideiglenes segédlet a bel
ügyminisztérium ORFK rendőri karhatalom karhatalmi kiképzésének végrehajtásához” 
Belügyminisztérium 1957.) issued by the Ministry o f Interior in 1957for a “Transitory 
manual to train special forces units within the police”. The 80 pages document define 
among the merits of the members of the special forces, that they ’’hotly hates the enemies 
of our People’s Republic and fight them grimly”(3.p) and one of its other virtue is that 
“very deep knowledge of shotgun and the use of it”. The task of the units are “the keep
ing of internal order against all attacks of the enemies”(4.p.) both of internal and of exter
nal. The tactics described and regulated are of pure military character, giving a blueprint 
for how to fight the enemies of the People’s Republic. During and after the revolution 
many people-exact quantities still undefined- were killed and wounded by the violence, 
especially the line-firing of special forces on unarmed demonstration groups.

The Kádár regime consolidated very fast, after the harsh repression in the begin
nings. The regime incorporated some of the demands of the Revolution, as for example 
the dissolution of AVH, more respect for the rule of law, certain freedom in the agri
culture and latter in the industries etc. The police used “softer” methods against the 
diminishing resistance of the society against the new regime. So in 1957 the baton was 
introduced as general equipment of Hungarian policemen, to get rid from the purely 
military equipment of the pre-1956 period21. The resistance weakened by the economic 
consolidation, the harsh repression and the mass emigration/exile did not provoke big
ger policing problems for long after 195722. Another diminishing factor for the role of 
the public order policing was the building up of a nationwide system of informants con
nected to the special political policing unit, the preventive state security department, the 
III/11I within the police and the Ministry o f Interior, which helped in an efficient pre
vention of unofficial public gatherings23.

Beginning of the 70’s, the liberalization attempt in the Communist countries 
reached Hungary too. Although after 1968, the intervention in Czechoslovakia the 
reforms become more and more restricted to the economic system, but new ways of 
expressing non-conventional opinion developed in the culture and in the society in the 
different, but on Western models oriented trends of youth culture and movements. The 
rock concerts, the non-conventional youth behavior influenced by Western patterns did 
appear also in the new waves of public gatherings. The concerts and the unofficial com-

21 Kajári Erzsébet(szck.). Rendőrségi napi jelentések 1956 december 13.-december 31. Vol II. Belügyminisz
térium: Budapest. 1996.35.p.

22 Ekicrt op.cit.99-121 ,p.
23 Kenedi János(eds). Kisállambiztonsági olvasókönyv.Október23.-március 15.-június 16. A Kádár korszak

ban. Vol. 1-2. Magvető: Budapest. 1996.
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memorative meetings of the youngsters on 15lh March, anniversary of the Hungarian 
revolution of 1848- for many the symbol of the strictly forbidden and tabooized 1956- 
were a new challenge of the police forces24. The police was not enough to treat the new 
forms of youth protests, so a new paramilitary organ, the “youth guard” was established, 
related to the Communist Youth Organization {Kommunista IJjúsági Szövetség, KISZ) 
the only official political and social organization of youngsters after 1956. The guard 
had to prevent the official youth gatherings from the “disorderly elements” to keep 
order in case of emergency also with batons. However, its member were ‘normal’ mem
bers of CYO, bearing uniform and baton only in service for special events. A coordi
nated action campaign of police and of the secret political police, the “Department 
III/III” within the Ministry of Interior was launched against the political minded demon
strators of the “youth gatherings on the 15'h of March”. The campaign is well docu
mented among the published documentary materials of the Ministry of Interior, so in the 
police strategy interplay of public and coercive and of secret infonnative/coercive tac
tics is to be observed against the young demonstrators25. In case of participants of these 
gatherings, police action repertoire included identification, arrest and latter observation 
and information gathering on the person by secret agents appear. There are formalized 
and legalized sanctions too, but the dominant strategy is the use of informal influence 
on the social surrounding of the protesters, during parents, teachers, or working place 
and military service, and to push them to be loyal and finish oppositional contacts and 
activities. The task of the ‘normal’ police is to observe and dissolve protesting groups, 
provide personal information for the political police. This started its work in the milieu 
of the protesters to dissolve the group, and to atomize the protesters. Secret police tried 
to gain new collaborators of them, or to isolate them and give the way after informal (as 
prohibit entrance to university, or/and early recruitment to military service, no permit 
for travels in abroad) and /or formal sanctions (arrest, hearings, compulsory duty to 
appear at police, prison). Compared to the earlier campaign against the 1956 revolu
tionaries26, the sanctions and the repression of both the normal and of the political police 
are softer, and the same is to be stated comparing Hungary to other Communist coun
tries that time. There is no use of shotguns, only of batons and other lesser techniques 
of personal compulsion. There are shorter prison sentences, and most of them will be 
suspended. The regime wants to avoid trials, not to make from young protesters well 
known oppositionals with higher prestige as victims of harsh repression, as in 
Czechoslovakia or in the GDR. The very tough legal and administrative sanctions of a 
Communist system to punish protesters will be not used with its full force. The “soft” 
strategy is also based upon the widely consolidated and passive civil society, which is 
different as the Polish one supporting Solidarity and workers resistance on the mass 
level. Hungarian society is satisfied with the “small freedoms” provided in the Kádár

24 Kcnedi op.cit. Vol. 2. 8-159.p.
25 Kencdi op.cit.
26 Kenedi op.cit. Vol.l.
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regime for small business, travel abroad, enjoy Western cultural goods etc. and do not 
back the small group protests of young intellectuals or of workers.

Hungarian police is not used or very rear and only against small groups of demon
strators during the seventies. Because the extended system of information and of manip
ulation of the police with so called “operative”, secret methods, there are only few and 
small gatherings. In the beginning of the decade will be published the first manual for 
public order policing will systematically regulate police tactics against demonstrations 
and in case of official mass gatherings.

The document ("A rendőrség alaki-karhatalmi szabályzata. Belügyminisztérium 
10-1824/1970 ") ‘‘The forms and rules ofpolice in case o f group figures and o f special 

force tasks" is very different from the previous document mentioned from 1957. 
Meanwhile than a “counterrevolutionary rhetoric”, now a “sober professionalism” char
acterize the style of the text. “Legality” as ultimate virtue was mentioned in 1957 too, 
but without mentioning any institutional rules or controlling hierarchies for special 
cases. In 1971, the general rule is that “police behavior have to be conform with laws 
and orders of the People’s Republic”(203.p). Such institutions did not exist at all in 
1957 in the beginning of the Kádár regime, which disregarded both the rules of the pre
revolutionary totalitarianism as well the legal acts of the revolutionary government.! 
This was expressed in the political slogan of the time “war on two fronts”, against 
Stalinism and against Revisionism.) The 1957 rules for ‘special force tasks’ existed in 
a “legal vacuum”. In 1970 the manual for police action is backed by a constitutional 
reform from 1970, and by many new legal norms of the that time 15 years old Kádár- 
regime related to the Ministry of Interior and the armed forces. However the validity of 
this “new legalism “ is restricted in the established authoritarian system of Kádár too. 
The ultimate norm is the “order of the higher authority”, which has to be “fully real
ized”, but the “legal restrictions” are also mentioned (203.p.). Latter, it will be clearly 
stated, that members of the intervening units are only subordinated to the orders of their 
superior officer (185.p.). The formula: ’’Coercive measures has to be realized in a way 
that no material, personal or moral injury will be caused for third persons, only for the 
person under the police procedure”(202.p) show, that the police action carrying out spe
cial tasks is taking place in a consolidated environment, unlikely to the conflict-ridden, 
post-civil-war and war-like situation of 1957 .The manual makes a difference between 
weapons (handgun, machine gun, rifle etc.) and of equipment (as baton, dogs, shackles). 
The “counterrevolutionary cult” of the guns from 1957 is over in 1970, as the special 
tasks units from 1957 as separate organizations, and their remnants are latter, in 1970 
fully integrated into the police as “készenléti rendőrség”(Bereitschaftspolizei)27. The 
use of weapons and of “softer” means (baton, dog etc.) against crowds are regulated by 
the document to disperse resisting crowds. The use of weapons is “extraordinary 
means” for “realizing legality and prevent public order”(148.p.). To secure public gath
erings, the responsible officer has to make a plan previously, using the suggested tactics 
by the manual, and in case of emergency to ask the crowd for peace or disperse, and if

27 Kajari op.cit. Vol.l.XXIl.p.
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they are not willingly than order to use means of policing (163-175.p.). The goals of the 
techniques are to prevent the crowd to enter certain institutions or places, to disperse 
them etc.

A special chapter (5.) is devoted to the “special tasks’’(l 83-20 l.p.) giving more 
detailed instructions, what to do in case of dispersing crowds (tömegoszlatás). A differ
entiation is given between “peaceful” crowd, “hostile but unarmed” crowd and of “hos
tile and armed” crowd (183.p.), Dispersing “peaceful” crowds, is mainly based on the 
announcement of the head of intervening police unit to disperse, and the presence of 
police forces. The unarmed but hostile crowd is defined with political characters “aim
ing to weaken the socialist social structure, diminish its authority and prestige, against 
the leaders of state and party”(184.p.), and its existence threaten public order. So “it has 
to be dispersed with quick and resolute measures” and the “troublemakers” had to be 
captured and identified. The third type, the fighting crowd had to be answered also with 
weapons, and its armed members had to be annihilated, or captured, using the “methods 
of street fighting”(184.p.). The unofficial demonstration is defined by the manual in the 
second category “hostile and unarmed” first is to be looked upon as cultural or sport 
event disturbing public order, and the third as street fighting, civil war, revolution. For 
all cases the general rule is to avoid the use of the means of coercion and the use of 
weapons. The order of dispersion had to be announced at least twice by the responsible 
officer, threatening the crowd with the use of the means of coercion- except, if the armed 
crowd may damage police forces, or if it is dangerous for the public (184-185.p.). To dis
perse peaceful crowds is enough to use the means of body coercion, but against hostile 
crowds the use of different technical means from water pipes to shotguns and tear gas. 
Horsed police may use sword. “ Police forces has to try to prevent the gatherings with 
hostile political attitude, and intervene in the early phase prohibiting the extension, by 
dispersing small groups, closing public spaces” (185.p). This general order of the police 
to disperse all unofficial public gatherings excluded the appearance of the legal and insti
tutional demonstrations in Hungary by law until they were legalized in 1989.

In the manual the formation and fonnál behavior of police groups dispersing 
crowds is described and prescribed (185-190.p.),intervening police group forms as pil
lar, double pillar, dispersing unit, closing unit, and their combinations with different 
machinery techniques. Information and logistics of the work of ordering by superior 
officers is described (191 — 193.p.) as an integrated process of information gathering, 
planning, training, coordination, communication with the different levels of police hier
archy. Officers have to give a detailed report on the dispersing intervention (194.p.) 
which were than archived in the Ministry of Interior28. However, the 15th March gather
ing started spontaneous, so the police could raise a planned strategy only latter. The use 
of the manual was restricted mainly on securing official gatherings, behavior against 
hostile crowds was a part of the police training, but not frequently used.

28 The volumes of ICenedi op.cit published a selection of them on the memorial protests on the 23.10, Day of 
1956 Revolution, 16.06. death penelty against the leaders of 1956 Revolution, 15.03. day of Hungarian 
National-liberal revolution in 1848.
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However, the problems with spontaneous gatherings on the 15th of March result
ed in the preparation of a Special manual for dispersing crowds in 1973(”A tömegos
zlatás elvei és gyakorlati kérdései”13-18/46/73. BM), which gave detailed instructions 
for organizing the dispersion of crowds.

The 1973 document states that “Our social system is stable, there is peace and 
order in the country”(5.p.). However there are still problems: ’’the urban and other set
tlement concentration of modem societies, the cultural and the sport activities, enter
tainment and the political activities of masses” may result in situations when masses 
break the law, and this situation has to be solved “by using special force tactics in group 
of police forces, and disperse crowds”(5.p.) The Political Committee of the Communist 
Party initiated at the Committee of Defense of the Party a resolution from 06.05.1971, 
which states ’’special force tasks has to be solved by all armed organizations of our 
People’s Republic together”.(5.p.) The dispersion of crowds may be a task because of 
natural disasters or when the behavior of the crowd “is against the political and social 
order, and threat public order and legality”(5.p.).Latter it will be listed some frequent 
form of crowd behavior as reason for dispersion as:

non-permitted gatherings, marches with bigger number of participants
-  permitted march and gathering, which threat public order and legality
-  political , cultural or sport event breaking the law
-  strikes, or other hostile group activities against the production process “(8.p.) 
Dispersion of crowd had to be undertaken in case the established political organs as par
liament, party, youth organization, trade union are not any more able to influence the 
crowd behavior to finish disobedience(8.p.). The goal of dispersing crowd is:

keep safety, public order
-  enforce laws
-  secure the realization of authorities instructions
-  secure safety on mass gatherings
-  prevent persons
-  move blockades, solve problems related to crowd behavior.”
“The dispersion of crowds should not go beyond this goals .. .it has to be finished if they 
are reached. The dispersion of crowd is not a reprisal.” (8.p.) With this taxonomy of 
goals, and with the emphasis on the restricted, and non-sanction character of the dis
persion of crowds, the new manual is getting rid from the “revenge -spirit” of the 1957 
special task force manual. The exceptional and restricted character of the dispersion is 
clearly put in the forefront.

The techniques and group tactics of the dispersion are described and analyzed in 
length (10-20.p.).The use of shotguns is looked upon as an part, however rare and excep
tional element of the strategy. In the praxis police did not use that against crowd since 
1957. Water pipes were never used against demonstrating crowds in Hungary, nor tear gas.

The general process of dispersing is imagined on an optimal basis of ten times 
proportion, a crowd with 1000 person had to be treated by a 100 person police force 
(9.p.). As in the 1971 manual, all means of police coercion should be used only after 
two announcements of order on disperse or mentioning the threat police action. In the
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proposed text the possibility of the use of weapons in case of resistance is a bit stronger, 
than in the 1970 manual, may be based upon the frequency of spontaneous demonstra
tions on 15,h Marches between 1971-1973. The dispersion of crowd within factory is 
especially mentioned, there should first the director or other authority announce the 
order of dispersion towards the crowd, and then police has to block the factoiy build
ings and push out the crowd from its territory(15.p.). There were just marginal cases, 
when police was asked to intervene in factory debate or conflicts in Hungary.

In case of resistance, the escalation of the use of the means of coercion is as fol
lows “baton, sticks, tear gas, water pipe and in extreme cases shotguns”(15.p.). Ammu
nition and shell should not be taken with the police forces operating on the field, only 
if there are no doubts that they will not be needed at all. This means, in all cases it is 
not excluded, police had with ammunition and shell. The use of gun start with a shot in 
the air, latter followed with shots on armed persons, leaders and trouble-makers (15.p.). 
Shots should be concentrated on the below parts of the body. “Children, pregnant wo
men and persons who may support us” should be prevented in case of the use of gun 
(15.p.). The manual is making a detailed prescription about, what and how leadership 
should do planning, realizing and reporting the intervention for dispersion (16—20.p). 
An “unconditional discipline” is demanded from all participants of the intervention to 
the higher commander, so reference to general ethical and legal norms in case of dis
obedience of police personal is excluded(16.p.).’’Dispersion of crowd may be undertak
en based upon the orders of the Minister of Interior, deputy Minister of Interior, and 
Head of Police or by the leader they ordered for this task”(14.p.).The very top of the 
“security nomenklatura” seems to include three persons in the Hungarian communist 
regime according this document.

However, all testimonies of demonstrations in the Kádár era by political elite state 
that the top of the Communist party elite, the Politburo discussed and decided on inter
ventions and strategic rules handling unofficial political activities29. Minister of Interior 
who was a part of the highest nomenklatura, had an important executive task, but no 
political function, meaning elaborating general rules for the “war” against political 
enemies. Within the Ministry of Interior existing “political policing units” had the main 
task to gather information on oppositional activities and propose policies to fight them 
directly to the responsible organs of the central committee, the departments for admin
istrative tasks and for mass propaganda. The documentation of the state security dis
course show as follows. The highest party functionaries, a circle of 8-15 persons 
received and discussed very detailed information gathered by the political police. These 
contain information on oppositional activities and based upon their opinion, certain gen
eral rules were developed-all secret, of course that time, as almost all of our documents 
reviewed here. These were the so called “principles”(irányelvek) for the policy toward 
the opposition, which were distributed in a certain circle of governmental and party 
hierarchy, the lower nomenklatura, which had to realize, make use of them in their daily

29 Csizmadia Ervin(szerk.): A magyar demokratikus ellenzék. Dokumentumok (1968-1988).T-Twins: 
Budapest. 1995.
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work (as firing somebody, rejecting demands etc.).So there was some top political dis
course, where “hardliners” and “softliners” two group differentiated regarding their 
toughness in realizing the communist power monopoly -  the division was there since 
1957 on the top of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party30. One of the main person of 
the “softliners” were György Aczél, the responsible politician for culture and education 
in the Central Committee, who had some influence on Kádár- a former Minister of 
Interior in the darkest fifties. The impact of Aczél was, as far one is able to reconstruct 
these matters31, that the issue of “oppositional activités” were looked upon in Hungary 
as a matter of culture and education, of propaganda , and less as a policing task both in 
security and public order sense. The Party was “patient” to the regime opponents, as far 
they did not have mass influence, there are no trials, arrests, forced exiles.

However, the style of the 1973 document is tougher than of the one from 1970, 
speaks more on guns, extend police authority on factory conflicts, etc. The difference is 
based upon the transitory victory of the enemies of the social and political reforms with
in the Hungarian party elite. Bearing in mind the longer preparatory periods for such 
documents, the 1970 one is based on the full bloom reform times, which were blocked 
latter, and the 1973 one is a product of the times, when the influence of Aczél and of 
others for more “softer” principles is weakened, and a “hardliner” lobby is getting more 
influence on the top of the party. The readiness for more administrative sanction against 
oppositional activities is behind the changes between the 1970 and the 1973 documents. 
But the 1973 document is not going back to the spirit of 1957, and is still much softer 
than the policies and praxis of the communist parties of that time in Romania, GDR and 
of Czechoslovakia.

The strategy of Hungarian opposition do not resembles to the Polish one, with 
mass mobilizations through Church, in the factories and of peasants32. In Hungary, a 
white-collar “intelligentsia” type of protest diffuse, which is not to met with the police 
tactics of dispersion of crowds33. Critical intellectuals organize seminars, conferences, 
publish “samizdat”, but there are no mass gatherings to dissolve by public order polic
ing methods. However, the challenge of the Polish crisis was taken seriously in all coun
tries of the Soviet bloc. There were new supports for the “hardliners”, for more admin
istrative sanctions against regime critique. In fact Hungarian protesters had contacts 
with Polish Solidarity and looked the Polish Solidarity as a model -  but not functioning 
in Hungary. According testimonies, there was an immense technical development of the 
means of coercion of the police forces based upon the Polish crisis in Hungary, and 
probably in all countries of the Soviet bloc in the beginning of 80’s. In Poland, a

30 Sipos Levente(szerk.): A Magyar Szocialista Munkáspárt ideiglenes vezető testületéinek jegyzőkönyvei 
Vol. 1-4. Intera RT. Budapest. 1993.

31 Révész Sándor: Aczél és korunk.Sík: Budapest. 1997.220-294.p.
32 Bronislaw Misztal/Craig. J. Jenkins: The Politics of Protest and the Postcomunist Transitions in Poland 

and Hungary,in: J. Craig Jenkins/Bcrt KIandermans(eds.): The Politics of Social Protest.University of 
Minnesota Press: Minncapolis.l995.324-341.p.

33 Csizmadia Ervin: A magyar demokratikus ellenzék. Monográfia.(1968-1988).T-Twins. Budapest.
1995.141—318.p.
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Communist police was facing with huge regime- critical mass demonstrations before 
and after the so-called “Marshall law”, the law of emergency introduced by General 
Jaruszewski end of 198134. Batons, tear gas, different vehicles, and also shotguns were 
used in controlling and dispersing crowds. The equipment of the Hungarian police was 
renewed, and modernized for such tasks, and a new manual for "Group force solving 
special tasks " issued by the Ministry o f Interior ("Segédlet a csapaterővel megoldandó 
feladatok végrehajtására"10-37/4/1982.BM. 1983.) gave new instructions for dispers
ing mass gatherings- but there was no need of i t , the Polish protest wave was not con
tinuing in Hungary, as in 1956.(A similar military like coordination plan was issued in 
1953 after the Berlin uprising in Hungary.)35

The document list upon, which forces the police may depend on in case of special 
task force demand.:
“a./ the two third of the own personal
b. / The Revolutionary Division of the Ministry of Interior-under this name was inte

grated into the police the in 1957 established special tasks force in 1975 Sz. M.-and 
the frontier guard of the Ministry of Interior upon special order

c. / Forces of the Workers Guard (established in 1957 as paramilitary organ of the party-
Sz.M.)

d. / If there is a need for more forces beyond the ones of the Ministry of Interior and of
the Workers Guard, the Hungarian People’s Army.”(9.p.)

The permits and the coordination for the use of the different aimed forces is reg
ulated detailed (10— 12.p.). As special weapons there are heavy machine guns mentioned 
used only with special permit of the Ministry of interior, and specialized armed vehicles 
which were given to the Ministry of interior under the shadow of the Solidarity revolu
tion (11-12.p.). There are rules developed on the occasional and stable coordination of 
armed forces to perform special tasks. The document has a clear militarized character, 
speaks the language of the military vocabulary, and define “special tasks force” as 
“fighting unit” (21-23.p.) a certain step back on a higher and modernized technical level 
towards the style of the 1957 documents. The vocabulary “counterrevolutionary rebels” 
comes up again after a long break since 1957, and there is a special chapter devoted to 
“Annihilating counterrevolutionary groups of rebels”(37-45.p.) which has to be met 
with “operating fighting units” including police, workers guard and military.

“To prevent public order in case of mass mobilizations”(46-50.p.) chapter men
tions the “demonstrating crowd”. The task force has to “isolate, finish...disperse, and 
reinforce the public order” in case of spontaneous, unofficial mass demonstration. There 
are two types of dissolve demonstrations mentioned:
“a./ The full dissolution, if the crowd is hostile, and its activities are threatening public 

order seriously.
b./ Partial dissolution, if the behavior of crowd is obedient, it is to be manipulated, there 

is a readiness at the crowd to capture the trouble-makers, and help to reinstitute pub-

34 Ekiert op.cit.257-283.p.
35 Kajári op. cit. Vol. 1. XlV-XV.p.
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lie order”.(47-48.p.) During the process of dissolution, the police unit has “to take 
account the sentiments and behavior of the crowd. One has to try to break their resist
ance. The troublemakers has to be isolated, captured by a special group.” (49,p.)

Based on Polish experiences, where strikes and wild strikes were the first forms 
of public protests “To keep order in case of mass strikes” (51-53.p.) chapter gave 
detailed instructions, how to met this challenge by police. “A strike is against the 
law...if the authorities declare it to be illegal, and order to finish it” (51.p.) define the 
103§ on this sophisticated way the freedom of strike for the workers in the worker’s 
state. ’’The moving forces behind the by legitimate authorities as unlawful declared 
mass strikes are mainly persons and groups who are enemies of socialism and hide 
themselves behind workers. They influence the working masses with pseudo-socialist, 
and pseudo-humanist slogans, and want to join them to the strike.” 105§ continues the 
explanation of the causes of strikes for the armed forces of the Ministry of interior as 
follows: ’’The main goal of the forces hostile to socialism is to extend the strike as wide
ly as possible, and organize it. They use all means to reach their goals. They articulate 
non-realistic, unlawful demands toward the authorities, and they do not want to solve 
the problems on a peaceful way with bargaining.” Ultimate goals of these “enemies of 
socialism” may be according 106§:”.to rebel the masses participating in the strike, gen
eral and public riots, counterrevolution, and to dissolve the existing state and social 
ordcr.”(5 l-52.p.) The cited framing of the strikes define them every respect as an illness 
of the social order, caused by “counterrevolutionary conspiracy”. The classical conspir
acy -frame of protest and mobilization going back to the French revolutions conserva
tive interpreters appears in full bloom in the political vocabulary of a “people’s repub
lic” explaining peoples protest to its armed forces, who have to fight it. The chapter 
“Principles, methods and ways to reinstitute the order”(52-53 p.) propose:
-capture the enemies of socialism, the trouble-makers
-  annihilate the resisting groups
-  prevent the workers do not participating in strike
-  prevent the materials and machinery of the factory.

The use of water pipes, body coercion, dogs and horsed policeman are the pro
posed means of coercion. The detailed treatment of police intervention in case of mass 
strikes was the first blueprint of this kind known us from the Communist system. In 
1956-1957 a wave of mass strikes occurred by the worker’s councils organized, but 
there was no continuation after Solidarity Spring in Hungary, nor played strikes an 
important role in the democratization in 1988-1989, unlike Poland, where again 
Solidarity strikes led to the round table talks36. This part of the manual remained just in 
the planning and training phase , it was never carried us because there was no real chal
lenge in Hungary for the political order until 1988-1989.

Looking backward after 1989, it seems very inadequate in the beginning of the 
eighties which led to the collapse of Communism through a reform process from above,

36 Ekicrt op. cit. 283-305.p.
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to extend the armed forces cooperation against the own people, and making detailed 
plans for the violent intervention against mass demonstrations and strikes. But before by 
Gorbachev in the mid-eighties the glasnost and perestroika in the Soviet Union started, 
and latter excluded the military options consolidating Communist regimes crisis, the 
“hardliners” the old Communist elite were preparing to keep his power by military 
forces. This was the Soviet blueprint from 1953 GDR, 1956 Hungary, 1968 Czecho
slovakia and especially from 1981 Poland” . The 1983 manual for special tasks force 
policing is a document of this, that time very serious policy. The Hungarian police forces 
were looked upon and planned to use by the political elite in case of emergency as a part 
of an integrated armed forces strategy against the own society (16.p.).If “mass activities 
are threatening the public order and internal security of the country” and/or “counterrev
olutionary rebellion” occur, and other forms of “internal enemies” are in sight (7.p.). As 
background reading and understanding the spirit of the document today we have to bear 
the Polish army coup d’etat in mind, which prevented Poland from a Soviet military 
intervention by the intervention of the own armed forces against the Solidarity. 
Hungarian “hardliners” seemed to be prepared for such intervention, but there was no 
need, the democratic transformation occurred on a peaceful way, with an interplay of the 
“softliners” of the old nomenklatura and of the new forces of civil society.

3. Perestroika in Hungarian Protest Policing 1985-1989

“After two-three years the Hungarian demonstration wave looks like a rock-and roll 
party. In Hungary-although sometimes the rythmn was given by batons- police did not 
intervene for the people’s shake with tear gas, or with water pipes (as in Prague or in 
Gdansk), nobody was killed (as in Tbilisi), and they did not shot into the crowd (as in 
Beijing, Timisorea, or in Vilnius). In Hungary, there was no hell on the demonstration, 
the demonstrators were more patient and the police hesitated to (use violence-Sz,M.), 
than in other communist countries” 37 38 wrote Zoltán Rockenbauer, an activist of the polit
ical party FIDESZ which participated in 1988-1991 in the most frequently in protest 
actions. The Hungarian transition towards democracy occurred peaceful, through bar
gainings, on a non-violent way39. There were no violent demonstrations, and the police 
intervened using any type of force rarely. Commemorating the 1983 document, describ
ing an extended military-like cooperation in case of political protest, this fact seems to 
be a contradiction to the valid instructions of the police dispersing crowds.

We may explain the reluctant behavior of the police to defend the people’s democ
racy of Hungary against the dissolution on many ways.

a./ Rivalry of “hardliners” and “softliners” within Communist elite

37 Ekiert op. cit.
38 Rockenbauer Zoltán: Így tüntetett a FIDESZ, in: Bozóki András(szerk): A FIDESZ a magyar politikában 

1988-1991. FIDESZ. Budapest. 1992.545.p.
39 Linz-Stepan op. cit. 293-316.p.
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b. / Police traditions deviating from state security traditions of 1956
c. / Absence of larger scale violence from both sides from the beginnings
d. / Changing political opportunities, changing sociopolitical control by state security

organs
e. / New political space for the civil society activities and constitutional basics of human

rights
f. / The defeat of the hardliners of political elite and of state security organs in 1989

a. Hardliners and softliners among the old elite. The Hungarian political system 
in the mid-eighties, especially as the Soviet perestroika shows its potantial of democra
tization transparently went through on a liberalization process producing a sharp divi
sion of the hardliners and the softliners of the old communist elite40. The camp within 
the Communist party which backed and supported more democracy used its power to 
open up new political space for the forces of civil society in participating public life to 
strengthen its own position against the hardliners. The key figure of this interplay 
between reform minded Communist following the new Moscow line, and the “alterna
tive” forces of the civil society was Imre Pozsgay. He declared in the beginning of 1989 
the 1956 “counterrevolution” to a “people’s uprising” delegitimating the Kádár regime, 
which looked upon himself as “revolutionary government” against the “counterrevolu
tion”41. Pozsgay had allies within the Ministry of Justice, and the one of interior, and 
also probably within police and state security organs, at least according the memoires 
of the last head of the III/IIl.departement’s, József Horváth*1. Passive behavior of police 
and of state security is explained partly on the reform-minded cadres within these insti
tutions, which supported a controlled democratization and realized the problems and the 
conflicts of the old system. Similar “alliances for change” within state security organs 
can be traced in other democratizing authoritarian or post-totalitarian regimes in the 
army,police, state securities too. The reform minded leadership supported and tolerated 
some of the unofficial public gatherings, so police had to start to learn the real “demon
stration management” in the praxis in the second half of the eighties.

b. Police traditions o f the communist times in Hungary. After the defeat of the 
1956 revolution , an interesting and may be unique development occurred in Hungary 
within the Eastern bloc. The new head of the reestablished Communist power structure, 
János Kádár was Minister of Interior in the Stalinist regime, but latter he himself 
become victim of his own apparatus in one of the political trials. Coming to power,after 
the first antirevolutionary bloodsheds, Kádár reduced and dissolved the power of for
mer Hungarian KGB, and established a department for political police within the 
Ministry of Interior,with much less power and resources, than in the former regime or 
in other contemporary Communist countries. This so called “Department of III per 3.” 
was responsible for facing political protest in the Kádárist regime, and “normal” police

40Tökés Rudolf: A kialkudott forradalom.Kossuth: Budapest. 1998.223-316.p.
41 Pozsgay Imre: 1989.Piiski: Budapest. 1993.
42 Horváth József: A “kisértet” fogságában. Zingen: Budapest. 1991.
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served it if it was demanded. As a consequence,when in 1990 the department has been 
dissolved,’’normal” police felt to be released from all sins during Communist times 
against oppositions, and blamed the overimposed political officers for all violence and 
repression.The department got a certain “scapegoat” function in this process, made 
responsible for everything done by police during the authoritarian regime.

Police , meaning ’normal’ uniformed police looked upon himself as as ally of civil 
society and made a difference toward the political police. In the 1956 revolution, when 
police and army majority joined to the revolution and fights against Russians and the 
Hungarian KGB, the ÁVH. Police officers had no big problems what to do in the 1989 
regime change; they simply followed the 1956 pattern, the fraternization with the civil 
society against the former elite . The behaviour of police towards civil society was 
“framed” and propagated by mass media by the spectacular reinterrence of the Prime 
Minister of 1956, Imre Nagy on 16.06. 1989, and during the discourses “detabooizing” 
1956 revolution.This frame was internalized so far,that the head of Budapest police in 
1990 during the taxi drivers blockade followed the pattern of Sándor Kopácsi, head of 
Budapest police in 1956 who supported the revolution,and declared that Budapest 
police will not use force against protesters,despite declarations of the Minister of 
Interior.(The first state celebrations on 23.10. anniversary of the 1956 revolution made 
to state holiday first time preceded the taxi driver blockade with one week.)

The frame of an “innocent police” who had nothing to do with authoritarian and 
totalitarian sins of the Communist time may have been built upon the differentiation 
between political and “civil” police, and on the relatively peaceful and nonviolent tra
ditions of Kádárism.The Communist power was resurrected by bloodsheds of Soviet 
troops and their allies from Hungarian Communists in 1956 and 1957.These bloodsheds 
which occurred some decades ago are to be inquired by attorney and responsible sen
tenced by juries today, a fragile praxis, not producing more legal, political and moral 
outcome than the Honnecker trial in Germany. In these processes some dozens of 
police, or militaryman and members of special forces are sentenced for some years of 
prison mainly suspended. So no greater which hunts occure, not even former state secu
rity officials and informants. These persons are excluded from some of the political 
positions, and a special jury is examining the past of the persons in the positions defined 
in the law as incompatible with former state security position and collaboration.

c. "A good beginning is the half o f the battle", as the proverb is saying, relevant 
for the beginnings of public order policing in Hungary. The new beginnings of demon
strations in 1988 were started under the raising star of Soviet democratization, followed 
by some powerful members and groups of the Hungarian party elite.So policeman were 
fraternizing with the demonstrants of the new political organizations, and the repression 
they still excerted sometimes was written on the bill of the “bad guys”, the hardliners in 
the nomenklatura and especially of the political police, the “III / III. departement”. The 
praxis of preliminary bargaining, and cooperation between the protesters and the police 
emerged in the days of transformation before the legal and constitutional framework for 
the freedom of assembling were set up.The latecomers may be privileged in the sense 
that the public order policing in Hungary followed the rather relaxed strategical patterns
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of public order policing in the Western democracies practicized at the end of the eight
ies43. All police officers interviewed in 1995 were at least two times visiting Western 
police institutions studying among others policing demonstrations, looking upon video
tapes on demonstrations policing and had other types of access to Western police expe
riences related to demonstrations44. So both the internal conditions were favourable for 
a softer attitude, and the diffusion processes, the exchange and cooperation with Wes
tern, mostly with European colleagues helped to a fast development of a professional
ized and non-confrontative praxis in policing mass demonstrations in Hungary .

d. Changing political opportunities and control. Based upon the materials of the 
Hungarian political police network, the Departement of III/III. at the mid-eighties, when 
alternative political forces emerged with some smal-scale public gatherings, the “Net
work” gathered informations on them to be able to influence their activities by under
cover agents or by fonnál and infonnal pressures. Their beloved methods were to try to 
convince the organizers on the senslesness of their demonstration activities, to move 
them to withdraw appeals, and ifit did not work, then “nonnal” police forces were used 
to dissolve the demonstrations.As the democratization reached Hungary, the state secu
rity organs rapidly changed their attitudes, and when they were not able to prevent the 
demonstrations, then they reduced their tasks to prevent “too hostile” articulations. 
Regarding one of the biggest environmental demonstration on 12.09.1988, at the pre
ventive phase the documents of the departement III/III speak about “the authorities of 
the Ministry of Interior will prevent to realize hostile plans, contact the organizers, and 
make the necessary measures during the demonstration to upheald the public order and 
safety”(6-7/602-88 Történeti Hivatal). After the demonstration the report say “the 
demonstration did not escalate to hostile in its whole, and there was no need of police 
intervention”. There is a shift from the understanding of the work of state security as 
preventing all type of non-communist activities to prevent the “hostile” ones threaten
ing public order already in 1988, however, there is a mixture between the old type of 
preventive and the new type of selective sociopolitical control45, there are demonstra
tions dissolved as “hostile ones”, being looked upon as politically very dangerous on 
15.03 and 23.10.88, and others, as the environmental ones are supervised without any 
intervention, because they are looked as less or “not entirely” hostile ones to the social
ist system and the public order. These inconsequences,and the lack of a regulation what 
may be done and what not on demonstrations, made the “normal” police hesitating, con
fused, and even fraternizing in some cases with the demonstrating groups. For “normal” 
police it was uneasy to accept that big demonstrations on the one hand are tolerated, 
meanwhile some small scale demonstrations, where the political elite, or better to say 
its hardliners looked as “hostile” are dissolved by police forces. The “political police”

43 Donatella della Porta: Thoughts on the Policing of Protest, in: Doug McAdam et al.(eds): Comparative 
Perspectives on Social Movements.Cambridge U.P. Cambridge. US. 1996.62-93.p.

44 Katalin Bcndzsák: Police and Demonstrations-Interviews with Senior Police Officers,in: Új Rendészeti 
Tanulmányok 1996/2. 59-70.p.

45 Joachim Raschke: Soziale Bewegungen. Campus: Frankfurt am Main. 1985.354-359.p.
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interacted on the one hand with the political elite, on the other hand with the “normal” 
police, who just executed the political will transmitted by the network of special offi
cers. This made the III/III: network hatred among “normal” police officers, who felt to 
be pushed between angry masses of citizens and the internal conflicts of the “hardlin
ers” and the “softliners” of the elite, which resulted in individually different solutions 
for each demonstration to handle by police on a different way. Meanwhile the softliner 
Communists among Pozsgay Imre tolerated and supported the rather natuionalist part of 
the Hungarian opposition, the latter groups of the Hungarian Democratic Forum, they 
did not have contact with the so called “burgeois radicals” of the Western-style human 
rights and samizdat groups, whose manifestation were suppressed, but the former 
groups widely tolerated.

Police officers spoke on their experiences during the transformation périodes with 
mass demonstrations in our interviews from 1995, which were that time partly dis
persed, partly managed by them, according the actual political will of the party, domi
nated either by the hardliners or the softliners. As Mihály Vörösmarty, during the eight
ies head of the Budapest “Bereitschaftspolizei” remembers: “Before 1989, until 1985, 
the instructions were very clear, what police had to do with a particular mass demon
stration. These instructions came always from the Central Committee, or from the 
Political Committee (of Hungarian Workers Party-Sz.M:), the Minister of Interior...did 
not belong as much to the government, but rather to the Central Committee of the Party. 
These decisions were made always in the central apparatuses of the Party, I assume that 
members of the government who were not members of the Central Committee were not 
included in this process at all. I remember that before a demonstration with bigger polit
ical relevance we always expected the instructions from the Politbiiro on our strategy. 
The police leaders received the order from the Ministry of Interior, and from the 
National Headquarter of the Police. These orders and instructions were very clear on the 
beginning of the eighties, but latter they become more and more diffuse. The political 
leadership had more and more respect for the legality...End of the eighties... the politi
cal leaders were not any more ready to be responsible for the consequences, and police 
was set free to solve the problems on its own way..”46 Looking backward, police offi
cers interpret their role as being a “puffer zone” between the emerging new political 
groupings and the old elite being in internal conflict. According other officers inter
viewed on their experiences with demonstrations in 1988-1989, they did not remember 
“any special problems”...’’there were no real ‘events’”. “The leadership of opposition
al parties become partners...who were meeting with police leaders before the events, 
they spoke about the possible problems, and worked together with police to eliminate 
any dangers...there were very rarely any violent events..”47 According another officer 
“we had always contact and communication with the organizers, we spoke the event 
through and they accepted our views... I think in the Eastern bloc we were the only 
country, where there was no bigger clash between police and demonstrators... We were

46 István Szikinger: Interview with Mihály Vörösmarty, in: Új rendészeti tanulmányok 1996/1. 140-141.p.
47 Butsy Krisztina Interview 27.09.95. l-2.p.
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avoiding that with a common will, and we solved this problem together with the organ
izers... we had no confrontation with the masses..the state security if intervened they did 
it on their own... there were some arrests, identifications and some personal/bodily 
coercion against a handfüll people”48.

The picture is less rosy looking it from the point of view of the demonstrators, as 
László Szekeres, an activist of an early protest group describe it in a documentary vol
ume the police behavior in the transition regarding demonstrations in 198849. First the 
organizers were invited to the police bureau, where restrictions on the planned route of 
the demonstration were demanded from the point of view of security of traffic. Than 
the police asked for payment for the police attendance or respect all traffic regulations. 
The first meeting ended up without agreement. The demonstration with 5000 partici
pants against the Hungarian -Czechoslovak Danube dam on 27.05.88 was held under 
the control of police in plain clothes. However on the occasion of the 16.06.88 a 
memorial protest on the 1956 revolution police dispersed the crowd with “cordon, 
baton and tear gas” “police beat the crowd with baton dispersed them with motorcy
cles and tear gas”. The next big demonstration was organized for the 27.06.88 against 
the policy of Ceausescu in Romania towards Hungarian minority. The demonstration 
with about 150 000 participants enjoyed the support of the softies of Hungarian lead
ership, which had conflicts with the hardliner Ceausescu, the Romanian leader. The 
preparation with police went on in good atmosphere and all incidents were avoided. 
“Police developed a style of bargaining and we gained also routine. It is interesting to 
remember on the development of the styles of bargaining. Both partners wanted to 
extend or to reduce the limits of demonstration according their own interests. We, 
organizers of course, wanted to make the frames more flexible and wide. The police, 
according the instructions from above wanted to reduce the free space. There were 
proper bargaining. ”50 Despite of these more and less established relations with a cer
tain group of unofficial demonstration organizers, police dissolved many other politi
cal demonstrations by violence in 1988.

e. The political and legal space o f demonstrations, and the legalized political con
trol o f police. The year 1988 was a typical transitory period, when elements of the old 
and new regime were some way coexisting, a “year of hope, and a year of rallies”. 
Although the old Communist regulations on prohibiting demonstrations were still valid, 
the political elite begun to follow the liberal line of Gorbachev, and put old political 
taboos aside.As a consequence, different political and social groupings articulated their 
demands by petitions, demonstrations and strikes, which were just secured and attend
ed by police forces without violent interventions and repressions. There were no legal 
regulations existing in Hungary that time on the rights and duties of police and demon
strators, so in informal “face to face” agreements and proceedings compromises has

48 Butsy Krisztina Intervicw07.09.951-7.p.
49 Szekeres László: Tüntetések 1988-ban. in: Kurtán Sándor/Sándor Péter/Vass lászlófszerk.). Magyarország 

Politikai Évkönyve 1988. R-Forma. Debrecen. 1989.35l-360.p.
50 Szekeres op.cit.356.p.
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been reached between police and groups of civil society about when and how will 
protest occur, and what will be the task of the police and of the protesters. But the old 
“nomenklatura” is still in power in 1988, there is no legalized political control of the 
police and no multy party system yet and against demonstrations commemorating the 
1956 revolution there are still political repression used conducted by the political police. 
Arrests, beetings.and uses of police forces occur in a political space without any con
stitutional and legal regulations,and the same time other demonstrations are “tolerated” 
by the reform-oriented part of the nomenklatura and the groups they accepted, may have 
organized rallies with huge masses on the streets of Budapest meanwhile police was just 
keeping order. Elements of the old and of the new types of policing protests were coex
isting during that particular year of transition.

The situation around demonstrations in 1988 did not fit at all in the routine of 
police behavior following written norms or clear-cut orders. The political leadership 
intervened in all cases through the state security organs, and gave different strategies to 
the different cases. There were demonstrations with police attendance and help, and 
there were the ones where police used the means of coercion according the Communist 
manuals. “Good” and “bad” demonstrants were defined according the constantly chang
ing political atmosphere and the criteria’s of the actually more powerful hard- or soft- 
lines of the party elite. This situation had to be met with a new legal regulation of the 
gatherings in public spaces, demonstrations.

In the beginning of 1989, the law on gatherings/demonstrations/has been passed( 
A gyülekezési jogról, 1989/111). Upon this time, the political elite could not make differ
ence between groups and demands tolerating or rejecting them according the views of 
actually dominant political groupings.Framework of organizing demonstrations in 
Hungary is normatively regulated, police has a restricted legal space to reject some 
applications, based upon unproportional traffic turbulences, keeping up public order, 
and securing the functioning of parliament and jury in case demos are held nearby, but 
there is a short time judicial review upon the decision of the police. Police action is 
meant to secure public order and not to restrict freedom of gathering and expression . 
From this point, the practice and problems of policing mass demonstrations in Hungary 
are similar, as in the Western democracies.

The rights to assembling in Hungary was institutionalized in a way, which shows 
the very character of the transitory period, the coexistence and conflict between old and 
new politics. On the other hand, this regulation was valid without main alterations until 
now, and determined the way how police handled demonstrations, and how demonstra
tions were interacting with the police, giving legal frames for the interaction process 
between protesters and police .During the transitory year 1988, the Ministry of Justice 
started to prepare a bill to regulate rights and duties of demonstrators, and the role of 
the police to secure them. The preparation lasted so long, that the external and internal 
political opportunities, the opening up of the Soviet Union by perestroika and glasnos- 
ty, and the mobilization of non/communist political forces in Hungary made it possible 
that the public, and especially the new political organizations participated in the pre
paratory work. A typical Communist type legal institution, the so called “popular
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preparatory discussion of bills” was practicized first and last time in Hungary in its 
“real” meaning, in order citizens and groups of citizens articulated their demands on the 
bill in preparation independently from the ruling party elite. In the preceeding cases, 
only the semi-official corporations and associations of the Communist system were 
enabled to participate in the preparatory discussion before the bill went to the parlia
mentary debate.The new Hungarian constitution given on 23.10.89. deleted the institu
tion of “popular preparatory discussion “as an obligatory part of the making of laws , 
referring to its misuse during the Communist time to manipulate the public. So this way, 
the making of the law on assembling and association was the first and the last occasion 
using the possibilities of popular articulation and participation within the process of leg
islation this way

The authorities in 1988 still depended on the former experience and just hoped on 
a formal acceptance of the bill by the semi-autonomous organizations, but the emerging 
new political organizations, and the by the new challenges revitalized older ones made 
a real “popular participatory discussion” on the bill about assembling and gathering. 
Because the old regime was more and more delegitimized, some of the quite important 
innovations of the popular proposals were incorporated into the bill, which can be 
looked upon as the first democratically passed law since long ago in Hungary .Iro
nically, the bill was passed by a parliament elected in 1985 where Communist party 
members were the great majority , but the extraparliamentary preparatory discourse 
made it to the articulation and representation of the popular will.

What were the main changes,what the proposal “suffered” by the popular partici
pation? The original official proposal demanded, that police “permit” a gathering, 
meanwhile in the bill passed, police “register” the coming demonstration. In the official 
version, there were a wide range of limitations , especially based upon on flexible , 
genaral paragraphs to forbid a demonstration. In the text passed, there are no other rea
sons of rejecting a registration as an unproportional intervention into traffic order,or 
endangering the activities of parliament and jury, and breaking existing law and consti
tution. There are just Hungarian citizens, and organizations registered in Hungary who 
are allowed to organize a demonstration in the country. The organizers have to 
announce the place, route, reason of demonstration and the estimated number of partic
ipants 72 hours before the action takes place to the police. Police may reject to register 
it if above reasons are stated, but there is a 24 hour judiciary control in this case which 
results in a final decision, obligatory for both sides, police and demonstrators.

The political control of the Communist party on the police in the time the law was 
passed forced certain compromises according István Szikinger, which should be 
reviewed in the text still valid up to now.” At the time of adoption of the Act police still 
exercised enormous power and discretion under the influence of the communist party. 
However, other organs which could have been the addressees of the said communica
tion, were not free from direct party political interests either. The relatively short time 
for any decision together with the undisputed public security character of the problem 
spoke for the police. Finally, a very contradictory compromise has been laid down in the 
Act. According to that police, although being responsible for keeping assemblies with-
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in the limits of law, have practically no scope for deliberation, discretion in their deci
sionmaking.”51

Latter democratic legislation prohibited the use of fascist and communist symbols 
publicly( 1993), and the law on police (1994) regulate rights and duties of the police 
regarding demonstrations. Despite the libertarian52 and authoritarian53 criticism on the 
regulation of demonstrations, former demanding to delete all restrictions, latter demand
ing to extend them(introducing the German concepts of “Bannmeile”, the place before 
the parliament no one may to demonstrate, and the “Vermummungsverbot”, that demon
strators may not hide their faces ), the existing legal frames enable protesters to use the 
freedom of demonstration to articulate their demands, and the police to keep public 
order at demonstrations.However, the criticism of István Szikinger has an essential 
point: the law follows a German pattern of Rule of Law, did not take care for sponta
neous gatherings, which police should disperse immediately not being announced 
before 72 hours.” Another weak point of the Act on Law of Assembly is its rather con
servative perspective on assemblies and protest manifestations. Resembling the German 
regulation, Hungarian law perceives relevant events well structured, hierarchically 
managed and carefully planned. Realities of life, though differ from that imagina
tion.Demonstrations prove to be often spontaneous and groups of participants acting 
autonomously. The Act actually excludes these forms of protest, at least in public 
places, although they belong to normal phenomena of developed democracies. In
dividual demonstrations are not embraced by the law either, while some of them cause 
the same problems for policing as collective forms of displaying views and sentiments. 
According to our opinion amendments of the Act should cover and within correspon
ding limits permit these less typical forms of protest as well.”54

f. The defeat o f the hardliners within the leadership and o f the state security 
organs by the new political forces. We should not imagine, that Hungarian police fully 
followed the “softliners” of the party elite and all policeman fraternized with the new 
demonstrating civic groups. Hardliner attitudes in a military-like body are very likely to 
occur. So parts of the police leadership tried to break and resist the implementation of 
new norms on protest policing. In a methodological manual for dispersing crowds from 
1989 , issued after the new law of gathering was accepted by the parliament, we find 
peculiar, and unlawful differentations on the types of demonstrators according then- 
political views, which is certainly contradict to the new legal framework on a neutral 
policing. "Dispersion o f Crowds "("Tömegoszlatás. BM Továbbképző és Módszertani 
Intézet 226-102/40/1989) “Our parliament accepted in January ... the law on gathering 
1989/111. With these laws new hindrances to realize a Socialist democracy were abol
ished. The more cultivated pgroups of our society participate actively in this free social

51 István Szikinger. The Institutional Framework of Handling Protest and Demonstrations in Hungary, in: Új 
Rendészeti Tanulmányok 1996/2. 46.p.

52 Szikinger István: A gyülekezési jog, in: Új Rendészeti tanulmányok 1992/3. 5-49.p.
53 Bökönyi István: A gyülekezési jog, in: Új Rendészeti tanulmányok 1992/3. 49-68.p.
54 Szikinger op.cit.49.p.
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climate in the public life. But the majority of our society is shocked by these changes, 
they do not understand the transformation, which they suffer from passively. The third 
group of our society- their number is low, but their voice is loud and aggressive- has a 
negative attitude towards the Socialist development, and to the processes of reforms and 
the national consent. This is the part of the opposition which reject our social system , 
and its goals are the same since 1945, only its means and methods changed.. These 
groups try to mobilize the masses with their demagogy...The rights and obligations for 
the state, the social groups and the individuals has changed. This process have to be an 
controled evolution, but not a revolution which produce the renewal of the Socialist sys
tem, but not its transformation or change..”(1-2.p.) The rethorics of this text is a hard- 
liner-conservative one, and exclude the qualitative social transformation by active par
ticipation of the citizens. The document stress the limits of the freedom of gathering, not 
only as the maintenance of public order and legality, but also of a peculiar type of social 
system, the existing Socialist one. “Enemies of Socialism” are looked upon to be dan
gerous factors of public life. The document stress the responsibility of police leaders to 
dispers crowds on a lawful way, and show examples from the praxis of West Germany, 
how German police is doing that on a proper way. “If the situation makes it necessary, 
we have to defend the order with violence and prohibit to disturb the public order. If 
there is a critical situation, and the conditions to disperse crowds are there, the leader 
with authority have to decide with political responsibilty how to disperse the crowd.” 
(2.p.) The political type of the responsibility delegated to a civil servant show, how the 
dissolution of former political control on police will be reflected: the police leader itself 
has a political responsibility, a political sense, to decide on the dispersion of the crowd 
dangerous for the Socialist system. The police nomenklatura, and especially of the 
Ministry of Interior highly intertwined with the top party leadership tried to reduce the 
right of gathering within the preparation of the Ministry of Interior of the special order 
to implement the 1989/III law on gathering.

Extended rights for police leadership were discussed, and some of the points were 
included in the excutive order o f the Ministry o f Interior for the police organs to the 
1989111. law on assembly document 15/1990(V14) BM rendelet, which contradict on 
some way to the law it has to be implement to. The attemptes of the hardiners of the 
Ministry of Interior to stop and control the democratic transformation were broken after 
the so called “Duna-gate” scandal, when in 1990 January , before the first free elections 
in May it was made public, that the secret service is gathering informations with oper
ative methods on the new political organizations aiming to participate in the campaign. 
As a result, the departement for political issues of the Ministry of Interior, the feared 
and hated “Departement III/III.” was dissolved , and the Minister of Interior of the last 
Communist government had to step back, although he himself was dedicated to the 
“softer” communist line55

55 Horváth József. A lehallgatástól a kihallgatásig. Tábornok vád alatt.Budapest Holding. Budapest. 1991.
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Let us try to look closer the background and the process which led to the dissulu- 
tion of the Communist state security organs in Hungary from the point of view of demon
stration management based upon the original documents I may have had access to with
in the Történeti Hivatal, Historical Office, the archive of state security documents of the 
Communist time during 1997-1998. An interesting stage of this conflict between state 
security organs of the Communist times and the recently emerging political groupings 
makes the issue of demonstration management during the eighties, to which I received 
some hundreds of pages documentation. Despite of the fact the new legislation on the law 
of assembling in 1989 did not allow any political differentiation among the protesters, 
the state security organs continued their work backed by the last Communist government 
of Miklós Németh. According the documentation of the III/II1 state security organs of the 
biggest demonstrations of 1989 the one on 15.03.89 when alternative political forces 
organized separate demonstrations from the state celebrities on the memorial of the 1848 
burgeoise revolution56, and 16.06.89, the reinterrence of the 1956 Prime Minister Imre 
nagy with some of his companions, whe were all executed after the Revolution57, the big 
political demonstartions this type were covered by a joint committeee of the state secu
rity organs which tried to influence the de-escalation of the gatherings, and prevent “hos
tile” voices being heard58, even by pushing the Head of US Embassy to try to pacifícate 
the organizers.Regarding the 15.03.1989 mass demonstrations over the country, in the 
preventive phase profile of a new strategy are formulated:

“To avoid problems on the national festivities it looks to be rational to eliminate 
open police interventions as far it is possible, and stress the prevention of disorderly 
activities..We need to sophisticate the culture of conflict management. Limits of the tol
erance are rooted in the law on gathering...we need prevent conflicting political groups 
to clash on the festivities..to avoid confrontation and rivalities” (7-1/28/1989 Történeti 
Hivatal).In the preparation phase of the reinterrence of Nagy on 16.06.89, a document 
states “Main task of state security organs is to help with all force and measures..to avoid 
the extremities from both sides, prevent, limit the extremities, and influence them in the 
positive direction”(l 1/2421/1989 Történeti Hivatal). After the two big demonstrations, 
when causalities were avoided and prevented a general evaluation and programme was 
written for both state security and police organs on handling demonstrations with a very 
fresh and innovative style:

“There is a common interest between the organizers of political gatherings and of 
the organs of public order to realize a peaceful change, which resulted in direct cooper
ation among them..In the future, demonstrations in public spaces has to be looked upon 
through the law on gatherings, which require new methods and tools in state security 
activities. We may just analyze in case of a demonstration demand, whether it is among 
legal and constitutional framework or beyond... if there are threats to the constitutional

56 Hofer Tamás: Harc a rcndszerváltásért..in: Politikatudományi Szemle Vo.l.No. 1. 1992.29—53.p.
57 Szabó Máté: A feledés és az emlékezés..Nagy Imre példája, in: Baila Bálint(szerk.): Sztálimizmus és dcsz- 

talinizáció..EPMSZ: Bem.1990. 127—139.p.
58 Kenedi op.cit. Vol.2. 192-357.p.
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order..Main task is to inform about plans deviating from the officially, publicly articu
lated planning, and inform the authorities about. The public order is secured by police 
authorities...the state security organs just help to relize this task with their secret/oper- 
ative means” (Jelentés az 1989 első félévi demonstrációk állambiztonsági tapaszta
latairól, és az 1989 október 23-ra való felkészülésről. Történeti Hivatal). Another doc
ument specify further’Task of the State security organs is in the phase of preparation(of 
a demonstration-SZM) to prevent the occurrence of extrem events...to inform about 
contraconstitutional, unlawful events planned, and to make to measure to prevent their 
occurrence through thert network..but they may not use direct measures against extrem
ists, which is the task of the politics”(7-l/168/1989 Történeti Hivatal ).

Thus the state security organs developed their understanding quite fastly from 
being obedient tools in the prevention of all protest against Communist system to the 
controllers and informants on extremities, or radicalism against the law and constitu
tional order. However this change went parallely uphealding their networks of informa
tion and personal influence within and against the new political organizations develop
ing from movements to parties and preparing themselves for the 1990 Spring free elec
tion. This contradiction, the continuation of a control and information agency from the 
Communist time in the période of the free election when the Socialist Party, and its gov
ernment acquired preventive -operative informations on their political rivals led to the 
“Duna-gate” scandale in the beginning of 1990. It was made public by some of the new 
political parties, whome a secret agent gave informations to the leaders of the new polit
ical parties on the continued undercover activities by the starté security against the new 
organizations, and the reports sent to the last Communist government. The scandal was 
ariculated in the 1985 elected Communist parliament and led to the dissolution of the 
I1I/II1 departement and the withrawal of the last Communist Minister of Interior, the 
reform-oriented “softliner” István Horváth described in the self-portraing book- 
lct/confessions of the last Head of Departement of III/II1 József Horváth59 .There was a 
parliamentary control committee established which investigated the activities of I1I/III 
departement and made proposals for a transitory regime of state security work59 60.

4. Why did Hungarian police escaped larger scale confrontations with demonstrators 
during the democratic transformation ?

We will be certainly not able to answer this question exhaustively, but just drow upon 
some possible strategies for interpretations, which may be combined with each other in 
the explanation.

4.1 .Action-reaction hypothesis.
No larger scale illegal mass violence occured during and after the regime change ,so the 
police may escape to make an issue of protest policing. Although there is certainly no

59 Horváth József:op.cit..l991.
60 Tőkés op.cit.401-410.p.
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comparable decisional challenge for the Hungarian police by the protesters like in most 
of the Western democracies, which faced waves of non-conventional, illegal and some
times violent protests since 1945, but the police reaction can not be seen as fully and 
exhaustively dependent on the character of the challenging protest action. The articuala- 
tion of the police reaction takes place in a sociopolitical environment, in a political cul
ture, which shape it. As there were characteristic differences in the reactions of the state 
repressive apparatus against anti-nuke protests in Gennany, France and in the US , the 
role of the political opportunities and of cultural ones has to be stressed in the making of 
police reaction to political protest. There are “police opportunities” for reaction, police is 
acting in a certain political space , selecting appropriate forms and means of the reaction 
towards protesters, influenced by social or public support towards protest action and 
police reaction, and interacting with the political elite and its organizations and institu- 
tions.There is a certain interacting pattern between a changing protest culture of the civil 
society and the organs of repression, in our case the police, meeting them on the “battle
ground”, on the “frontier” of the demonstrations. In police reaction, both the structural 
“police or policing opportunities” and the direct face-to -face interaction with the pro
testers on the ground have to be taken in account to relate action and reaction with each 
other.Escalation processes may be avoided , or conflicts may be deescalated under the 
same political opportunities or in case of the same challenges from the protest culture, so 
protest action does not have direct and strict correlation with the protest action.

4.2.Changing political opportunities
The political opportunities in Hungary opened up for protest , so their transformation 
facilitated protest. The “load” of the fast diffusion of protest met with a police without 
or just with some marginal experiences on the field of democratic protest policing. 
Examining the “police opportunities”,there was the same organization, the same per
sonal, the same leadership who had to met with the suddenly drastically raising tasks of 
the public order policing, which overloaded the police as all of the state organs. A cen
tralized, militarized, hierarchic organization had to met this situation, which has been 
mastered on a way bureaucratic organizations react by central strategic decisions,and 
manuals, trainings implementing i t . From the point of view of the police , there were 
no more resources-rather less- provided for the police work, there was more public, 
especially media control on the police work, the new norms almost excluded the use of 
force, or made it very difficult and risky to use by political and judicial control. The 
opening up of the political opportunities for protest, the raise of mobilization means the 
same time the finish for the old type of police reaction , the old type of policing protests, 
and opens up new ways of control over the police action. The resources of the demon
strators are multiplied, their opportunities opened up, and at the same token the police 
opportunities are reduced, and police resources controlled and reduced.This situation is 
everything but not fully determined from the point of view of the police action and strat- 
egy.Police is not “sentenced” to be calm and soft towards the protesters,under these 
pressure and challenge on the police, it would not have been impossible, that misdosed 
reactions, and the use of force are occuring as reactions on the institutionalization of the
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protest. On the contrary , flexible strategies of the public order partnership similar to 
Western democracies has been established in Hungary. At this point we may remember 
on the organizational patterns and the political control on the police in Hungary. 
Centralized, military organization and clear cut subordination to the political leadership 
made it possible, that the during the transformation more and more reform-oriented 
political elite, or its “softliner” group could control the behavior through the change of 
policy of the organizations of state monopoly on violence, police and army . The lack 
of local political control enabled central steps to be taken for a new, and coordinated 
police strategy towards protest.

4.3. Professionalization hypothesis

The role of the “police construction of social reality”, or “police knowledge” as an 
independent variable has to be taken into account interpreting the strategies of protest 
policing61. Policemans feel, as Waddington pointed out, being put inbetween two 
measures, the “problems on the ground” and “problems within the hierarchy”. If the 
control of the police work makes the use of the violence and the intervention to a risky 
action, by duties of recording, reporting for the hierarchy, than it is very rational from 
a police point of view ,that it should be avoided, and instead of, forms of cooperation 
on the ground, with the demonstrators may help to avoid the use of violence or other 
forms of intervention. If police is not allowed to use its potential resources for violence 
keeping public order, and if judicial and other controls are institutional practices, than 
a public order partnership will be established between police and the “good” demon
strators, and the rest, the “opposition”62 will be seen as a potential risk for the public 
order. The interplay of professional interests,as the demand to avoid any risk for pub
lic order, any problem with the hierarchy, any conflict on the ground, may well help to 
establish peaceful public order partnership with protesters who are able and willingly 
to cooperate.

4.4. Diffusion processes

Hungarian policeman are acting within a broader social, political and cultural context, 
globalized World and integrating Europe. Post-communist countries have specific tra
ditions of policing protests, which they have to escape becoming members of the com
munity of democracies in the World and especially in Europe. "Europeanization” is a 
challange on the former Communist countries of Europe which demand them far reach
ing institutional reforms. The most simply is to join a community by imitation, follow
ing the existing pattern ,”let us do what they do”.This is especially a likely strategy in 
hierarchic , military and centralized organizations, where it is rather easy to implement 
new patterns fastly by a central authority, if the organization is efficient enough. Police 
is a bureaucratic organization, and as far bureaucratic it is ,as far efficiency will be there 
in the implementation of new procedures .There are “selective incentivenes” too, for

61 della Porta (1996) op.cit.
62 P. A. J. Waddington: Liberty and Order. ULL Press: London. 1994. 173-197.p.
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Hungarian and other postcommunist police officers may get, and are getting better 
équipement, professional know-how and other type of support by the cooperation with 
their Western colleagues. Professioanalization may be very helpful for the diffusion,” 
we are like they”, as one of the interviewed officer said “ to handle the crowd is as a 
task for an engineer to construct a machine...the Russian, the American and the 
Hungarian engineer will do it the same way”. Disregarding, whether this high self-con
fidence is based on the reality , and if this analogy has some other message too, but we 
have to accept the way, how leading Hungarian policeman understand and perceive their 
own role: they feel to be in the same profession, doing on the same way, being on the 
line,and they are accepting the ways of the “post/modem policing” of the Western 
democracies of the nineties , and this way they to join to the pattern of protest policing 
in contemporary democracies .

4.5. Democratization and Policing
Walking on all this explanatory paths, or combining them to a pleasant excursion 
route around the object, we try to understand that interesting fact, that a police with 
heavy authoritarian background manage to keep up with the sudden and radical 
changes in public order policing, without loosing face, on the contrary, getting sup- 
poort of both from the new political elite as from the society.. From the point of view 
of understanding political and social protestst in postcommunist Hungary, we may 
interpret the succesful protest policing management that way, that cooperative rela
tions between police and protesters are established ,as one of the important traits of 
the political opportunities contributing to the emergence of a nonviolent Hungarian 
protest culture .On the one hand, sharp tests for the public order partnership, as in the 
case of the taxi driver demonstration, has been avoided, and on the other hand, 
Hungarian police could manage the small scale conflict situatitions when escalation 
of violence was a real danger.

Let us have look on the Hungarian situation from a general perspective of con
duciveness or of feasibility of conflict management and mobilization of conflicts for 
democratic consolidation .There are always enough grievances and resources to mobi
lize violently in a society which the police can not to prevent just to react on them. So 
far the best option is for securing public order in a transformation towards democracy, 
if violent and illegal protest does not occur at all , or if it is occuring , than on a level 
which can be handled with the way police can manage it with its existing resources and 
status. Both the extension of violent and illegal protests, and the extension of power 
and resources for the police or to other organs of the state by the ruling elite are endan
gering democratic stability, which is a more present danger for new and fragile democ
racies, not consolidated fully, then for the established and consolidated democracies 
with longer traditions of public order policing. As far the illegal and violent protests, 
and- or as a reaction the protest policing with violent or even illegal, or as a reaction 
to the protests on rapidly legalized ways of special laws on emergency or other simi
lar institutions occur, there will be not easy to deescalate conflicts between protesters 
and police, which build up their own “histories”, myths and martyriums, victims and
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heroes of their conflicts .with mutual stigmatization and distrust among the conflict 
partners63 64.

Democratization is a process, where new problems may occur, even if institution
al structures has been stabilized. A consolidation for the Hungarian democracy may be 
expected only if the small country will be fully bound into the West-European integra
tion by economic, political and military ties. In the shadow of the Yugoslav or other pos
sible regional crisis,surrounded by countries hostile towards the Hungarian minorities 
whom they do not provide autonomy which may be the cause of conflict with Hungary 
despite already existing international treaties, with an economy in restructuring, sinken- 
ing living standards and qualities of life ,the new democratic institutions arc endangered 
in situations when unfavourable external and internal conditions may be combined and 
provoke illegal and violent mass protests. Hungarys democracy is on the “sunny side of 
the street “ now, but still just on the margins of the “empire of shadows”,conflicts and 
crises endangering the results of democratization.

Democratization of public order policing in Hungary was initiated by fastly 
passed legal acts based on Western models, but in the sociocultural reality the prelimi
nary development and experience of the protest culture of Western democracies is 
absent. So we have on the one hand a regulation and emerging praxis based upon the 
models of Western democracies ,and a police and a civil society which both were social
ized in and still “remembering” of the experiences of the longer lasting authoritarian 
regimes .There is a tension between legal and constitutional framework and social and 
political praxis, of public order policing in Hungary which was succesfully managed 
during the proceeding years of democratic development in Hungary. The sociopolitical 
control in Hungary changed fast from a “rejective” system prohibiting all type of dis
sent to a “selective tolerant” one based on constitutional values and rulesw. This fast 
transformation occurred under favourable external and internal political conditions . But 
the longer term based police culture tradition and the protest culture of the civil society 
, and their specific relations will be remade only during a longer time sequence, and the 
first experiences from 1989 until our time may be only the first stage of the new devel
opments of the interconnected police and protest cultures. The socioeconomic and soci
ocultural transformations of Hungarian society towards democracy and market as main 
organizing principles are still unfinished, so the developments of police and protest cul
tures as dependent variables of the coming economic and political developments are to 
be interpreted as being still in a transitory stage from the authoritarian system to a con
solidated democracy. There are uncertain futures in East Central Europe for all the post
communist countries , which are still not integrated fully into the European Community.

Finishing the exploration of the paths of the labyrinth interpreting non violent and 
calm protest and policing in Hungary, we should have to learnt giving up the exclusive 
use of macro level interpretation and of structural determinism. As Neidhardt and

63 Dónatela della Porta: Die Spirale der Gcwalt, in: Forschungsjoumal neue Soziale Bewegungen 1991/2 
53-63.p.

64 Joachim Raschke:op.cit..l985. 349-354.p.
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Rucht pointed out65, mobilization, framing, conflict and interaction of social move
ments do work parallel on macro, mezzo and microlevels, and the same view have to be 
applied to protest policing too. Both escalation and desescalation processes between 
protesters and the police have to be looked upon on all these levels. Police is certainly 
a mezzo and micro-level actor, because structural problems of a society certainly can 
not be met by the police directly on any way. But as an important mezzo- and micro
level actor, as one of the institutions of the state monopoly of coercion, police , and its 
strategies and actions may support or hinder escalation and desescalation processes 
within the society. The time of transformations, the opening up of opportunities are 
challenges, which police may react on this or on that way. So multilevel, interactive and 
non-deterministic explanations should be combined , “bricolaged” to understand, what 
happened within the the Leviathan of Hobbes ,within the body of politics in which ,as 
Goya has shown in his famous drawing , living .natural persons are acting in forms of 
cooperations and conflicts , when the sword of the king remained untouched against the 
protests of the civil society.
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